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Gold Coast Antique Auto club: PO Box 228, Mudgeeraba, Qld, 4213 

Email: thegcaacsecretary@gmail.com  Website: http://www.gcaac.com.au 

Club meetings are held 2nd Monday of every month (except January)  

at 7.00pm for 7.30pm start.  Visitors welcome 

Street Address: 238 Mudgeeraba Road, Mudgeeraba Q 4213  

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed within are not necessarily shared by the editor or  

officers of the GCAAC.  Whilst all care is taken to ensure the technical information and advice 

offered in these pages is correct, the editor and officers of the GCAAC cannot be held  

responsible for any problems that may occur from acting on such advice and information. 

Position Name Phone Email 

President Colin Hayes 5525 3312    

0409 825 913  

president.gcaac@gmail.com  

Vice President Peter Amey 5525 0250 

0407 374 196 

vicepres.gcaac@gmail.com  

Secretary Richard 

Brown 

0417 704 726 thegcaacsecretary@gmail.com 

Treasurer David Mitchell 5577 1787 treasurer.gcaac@gmail.com  

Events  

Coordinator  

Bill Budd 0409358888 rally.gcaac@gmail.com 

Dating Officer Bill Budd 5535 8882  

0409 358 888  

dating.gcaac@gmail.com 

Publicity Officer Peter Jones 0413 379 410 publicity.gcaac@gmail.com  

Editor Karen Hayes 0403 506 635 editor.gcaac@gmail.com  

Spare Parts & 

Property 

Graham  

Tattersall 

5554 5659 property.gcaac@gmail.com  

Librarian/

Historian 

Wayne  

Robson 

5522 8000 

0409 610 229 

historian.gcaac@gmail.com 

Hall & Social  

Officer 

Leonie Brown 07 5563 0559 social.gcaac@gmail.com 

Life Members: Graham Hetherington, Peter Harris, Margaret Hession, Graham  

Tattersall, Bob Simm, Peter Jones, Leo Janssen. 

mailto:president.gcaac@gmail.com
mailto:vicepres.gcaac@gmail.com
mailto:treasurer.gcaac@gmail.com
mailto:editor.gcaac@gmail.com
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Editor’s Report 

Hope you are all doing well in these difficult times. We have 

had a few car runs with great attendances, all wanting to get 

out and enjoy the fresh air. We also had a big turn out for the 

July Cars n’ Coffee, so much so that the breakfast tent sold 

out of food within an hour. We bought extra for the August 

meet, but didn’t have the crowd as before. This all helps  

towards the payment of printing of Crankhandle. My thanks 

to the my helpers David Mitchell, Graham Tattersall, Chris 

Orton, Wayne Robson and of course our President. 

A big Hi to those of you living across the border who have 

been unable to participate in the car runs and activities. We 

are thinking of you, as well as those of you who have been 

incapacitated for one reason or another. Stay safe. 

I hope you all enjoy the stories we have for you in this 

month’s magazine.   

Happy Motoring,  

Karen Hayes 
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GCAAC EVENTS  

SEPTEMBER 

September 2nd Committee Meeting — Clubhouse @ 7:00pm 

September 13th President’s Run - Beaudesert Robotic Dairy 

September 14th General Meeting and Supper - Cancelled  

September 19th Cars n’ Coffee ? Covid-19 may restrict. 

September  30th Wednesday club run — Details TBA 

OCTOBER 

October 7th Committee Meeting — Clubhouse @ 7:00pm 

October 11th Sunday club run —  Details TBA 

October 12th  AGM & General Meeting and Supper - Clubhouse 7:30pm  

October 17th  Cars n’ Coffee 

October 28th  Wednesday club run - Details TBA 

  

  

NOVEMBER 

November 4th  Committee Meeting — Clubhouse @ 7:00pm 

November 8th  Sunday club run —  Details TBA 

November 9th  General Meeting and Supper — Clubhouse - 7:30pm   

November 21st  Cars n’ Coffee 

November 25th  Wednesday club run - Details TBA 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Spring already! The weather has been awesome lately but 

unfortunately for most of us, we haven’t been able to make 

the most of it. Having said that, the past few runs we’ve had 

have attracted on average about 30 members which is a very 

good turnout, I hope this trend continues even further as 

restrictions start to be relaxed. 

Due to this bugger of a virus we are very limited in where we can go on our runs, 

we have to stay on the Queensland side of the border in the main; we could go 

down to the Tweed Heads Council area but this would involve crossing the border 

back into Queensland which, depending on the time of day, can be quite a lengthy 

process so that doesn’t come into consideration at the moment. 

Limits of 10 people at a meeting has meant that, once again, there will be no  

General Meetings at the club until this restriction is relaxed. Your Committee is 

still meeting each month therefore you will be kept up to date on any issues that 

arise from those meetings. 

We held a Cars N Coffee event in August with a successful sausage-sizzle raising 

much-needed funds for the club; I fear these will also be cancelled until the  

Premier allows them to go ahead once again. 

I would like to welcome all of our newly joined members to the club, we have had 

quite a few applications coming in recently, the word must be getting around that 

our club is THE one to become involved with on the Coast. I look forward to  

seeing you all on our upcoming events. 

For those who don’t know, having been successful getting a $10,000 grant for the 

kitchen refurbishment, I am going to push the envelope and try for another grant to 

paint the clubhouse inside and out. I have a quote in already for almost $19,000 but 

I have to get another couple of quotes before I can submit the paperwork. Watch 

this space! 

Can’t sit here all day typing, it’s off to the shed to continue the Interceptor  

marathon, and I might even make some progress on the bike whilst I’m down there! 

Look after yourselves during these risky times, keep social-distancing and maintain 

hygiene, and most importantly - keep your chin up, it won’t last forever!! 

      Cheers  Col 
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Wednesday 29th July Run. 
 

What a wonderful winter’s day for a drive in our Vintage & 
Classic cars. Thirty six members rolled up in twenty club cars 
and two modern. It was good 
catching up with members Bob and 
Judy Cook in their 1959 Ford  
Fairlane which we had not seen for 

a while.   
Also Bob and Val Theobald in their new  
acquisition, a Morgan +4 (Dolly’s  
replacement) we jokingly queried if it was a  
Panther. 
 

Leaving the Club House our 
drive took us parallel with the 
M1 along Hinkler Drive, then 
turning inland at Nerang, heading up through Mt Nathan 

then onto Canungra 
where we stopped for 
morning tea at the DJ 
Smith Park. 
 

After morning tea we continued along the Lamington  
National Park Rd for about 
8klm reaching the O’Reilly’s 
Canungra Valley Vineyards, 
where we had the option to 
do some wine tasting or 
feed the Alpacas. Most of us  
had some  fun feeding the  
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Alpacas, finding some of them 

being bully boys to make sure 

they got all the feed.  

After an hour it 

was time to say 

goodbye to the 

Alpacas and  

continue on our journey. Retracing our steps back to  

Canungra we had the choice of either taking the  

Beechmont route or drive down through Clagiraba to reach 

our destination the AdvanceTown Hotel for lunch, where 

we had the place to ourselves to enjoy a wonderful lunch. 

Thanks goes to Bill Budd for a wonderful day. 
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Sunday Run 9th August. 
 

We arrived at the Clubhouse to an overcrowded carpark. The 
MG Club were holding a gymkhana in the grounds and the 
Kustom Cars were also there in abundance. Some of our cars 
had problems  
maneuvering their 
exit out of the  
carpark. As it was 
such a lovely winters morning and everyone was very pleased 
to escape from Covid isolation there were so many cars and 
motorbikes on the roads.  
Fourteen people left the  
Clubhouse in 8 cars and we  
travelled through Gilston 
and Maudsland to Tamborine 

Mountain to enjoy Morning Tea at the 
Botanical Gardens.  
Leaving Tamborine, 
we ventured down the 
Goat-track towards 

Canungra. Heading eastwards our  
destination was once again the  
Advancetown Hotel. There were some difficulties booking a 
venue for Sunday lunch with so many people enjoying touring 
around the countryside. Thanks to Peter Amey for organising 
the great day as we even had live music for entertainment. 
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Mid Week Run 26 August. 
 
Another lovely day for a drive with thirty members driving 
eighteen club cars rocking up for the run to the Longhurst 
Collection.  Nee 
and Geoff  
Sheppard waved 
us off in their 
Austin 7. Our 
drive took us 
pretty much parallel to the M1 from Mudgeeraba to past 
Movieworld; then finding, due to road works, that we could 
not do a righthand turn over the Hwy at Oxenford, so had to 
continue on until safe to turn around and come back over the 
M1 and then turning left onto the Dreamworld Parkway, 
which took us down to the Boat Works area where we found 
Expresso Twenty 5 and the Longhurst Auto Collection. Along 
the drive it was pretty impressive seeing all our cars travelling 
along the roadway in a group, then being able to park most of 
them all  
together at 
morning tea. 
 
We spent an 
hour there having a nice cuppa and some of their fine cakes 
and slices, then a good look around 

the collection. 
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On leaving  the collection we retraced our 
drive to the Oxenford  intersection crossing 
Hope Island Road to continue down  
Siganto Drive to take us to the Helensvale 
Bowls Club for lunch. Most people had the 

senior meals or roast of the day which they thoroughly  
enjoyed, but three of us ordered meals off the menu that took 
over 3/4 of hour to get to us, then with my lamb chops I was 
served green salad and chips instead of the mash and  
vegies that I ordered. Didn’t enjoy the meal and wasn’t  
impressed. Above all it was a good day out and our thanks to 
Bill Budd for organizing it. 
 
 
 
 

The Darke’s and MG’S. 

The Darke Family have had a long association and love of 

MG’s. This story from the late Brian Darke may explain why. 

My early association of MG’s are vague flashes of memory 
about the acquaintances of my youth who’s parents had money 
and spent it on those ungainly ugly ducklings called MG’s. We 
all admired and desired these beaut cars but our careful  
parents pointed to their impractability (where does the  
chaperone drive?) and the immoral intentions of their owners. 
Certainly, as crumpet catchers they were without parallel until 
of course that very pretty Austin Healy 100/4 came on the  
scene. I do recall that one acquaintance had an XK120 and he 
was never alone. 

Among these vague memories is one of vivid clarity. Among 
the fresher University Students, of which I was one, came an  
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individual complete with an aged, somewhat dilapidated but 
mobile Austin 7.  We delighted, as all students did, in pranks 
and  the Austin 7 was regularly carried up a broad staircase of 
the engineering school and deposited among the desks of the 
drawing office. It’s owner solved the problem casually and 
regularly by simply driving the Austin down the stairs and out 
the front door. 

All this hasn’t got much to do with MG’s but wait. After a  
successful initial year the Austin 7 owner was rewarded by a 
doting aunt with a brand new red MG TF. After the initial  
admiration had faded we pranksters were absolutely disgusted 
to find that the damn thing was too heavy to carry up the stairs. 

My admiration for the marque continued but from afar.  
Financial limitations restricted me to a motor bike when there 
was a transport necessity and later an elderly Singer. This  
endearing vehicle had less than waterproof hood, an unreliable 
fuel pump and a habit of automatically opening both doors 
when traversing a bump.  

My yearning for an MG was lost in marriage, family, work and 
the simple needs of survival and it wasn’t until twenty years 
later, after I was over the hill that the yearning came again. A 
Canberra owned clipper blue MG TC re-sparked the old desire 
and the long forgotten feel for wind in the hair, four on the 
floor and total impractability. Any suggestion of crumpet 
catching or such things was lost in time, but then we all dream 
don’t we? 

One wet Sunday – wet as only Canberra can be wet, my wife 
deserted me for a seminar on something or other and at  
breakfast I announced I was going out to buy an MG. I was 
duly warned to be careful, to be sensible, to be sane and 
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paradoxically to enjoy myself. Totally confused I spent a  
deliriously  happy morning talking to anxious MG sellers who 
had abandoned any hope of a sale. By lunch I had haggled over 

price and acquired a 1963 MGB in, of course, British Racing 

Green. 

My long suffering wife arrived home late in the day to learn that 

I had bought the MG. After some convincing she accepted the 
car as an investment and even condescended to a test run  

accepting the fact that for the first time she could see into the  

exhaust pipe of a bus. 

My family accepted my folly with good humour and even noted 

the pleasure I got from having the top down and the wind in my 

thinning hair. Then came the female manoeuvre, we had, my 

wife said, too many cars and we should sell her car and at a great 
personal sacrifice she would drive the MGB. Many moons ago I 

learnt never to argue with my partner, so the deed was duly done. 

Still I had plans. 

The ultimate of the MG affliction is to own and drive a real MG 

– one of those beautifully ugly and totally uncomfortable T  

series things. I begun to work on my now MG equipped wife to 

soften the coming blow. “What a beaut investment” and “the  

restoration of a T type would keep me out of the pub” were often 
meal time remarks and then one fateful day, the Saturday edition 

of the Sydney Morning Herald included “MG TC dismantled – 

complete etc., for sale”. After swift negotiations, I bought unseen 

the magic beast and with massive trailer sped to Sydney to  
collect the prize. The initial shock I absorbed but I doubt if my 

ever patient wife will ever forgive me for bringing home a trailer 

full of rusted junk and garbage. Our garage suddenly became the  

receptacle of all those magic bits. To appreciate the impact the 
number of pieces which go to make up a car should be counted. 
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I’ll guarantee that the left over space isn’t enough to garage the 

family saloon which, of course, gets banished outside. 

Well that’s great – my wife had the MGB and I get the  

impression she’s hooked on the MG things too, I had the bits and 

pieces but no car. Again the softening up process and again a 

quick trip to Sydney, this time to acquire an up and  running MG 

TD, something to play with while the real work goes on behind 

the garage doors. 

Club Merchandise  

Club Shirts $25.00 (without pockets)  

Club Shirts ($35.00 with pockets)  

Club Jackets $25:00  

Bumper Badges $20:00  

Club Key Rings $5.00  

Club Patches $5.00  

Window Stickers $1:00  
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Cars N’ Coffee 

25th July 
 

2020 sure has been rocky. We started off flooding, then bush 
fires, drought and now the virus. It has been 7 months into the 
year but this is only the 2nd meet thus far and the first in 5 
months. The months of isolation, social distancing, restrictions 
and general precautions led to a bumper 
crowd. Pent up demand, boredom, overall 
desire to come back to normality were all a  
factor. The coveted Car of the Meet went 
to an ultra-special 1935  Packard   Super 8 
3-window Coupe. Not only is this an  
exceptionally  rare car, being 1 of 12  
produced, but it also was made specifically for Amelia Earhart 
and bore her initials A E. Just awesome! 

 

A close contender for the top position 
was an absolutely gorgeous BMW E9 3.0 
CSL in an aqua green with biscuit  
interior. This E9 had been restored to 
such perfection, I dare say it was  
probably better than when new in the  

factory. Another rare auto was an exquisite Bentley James Young 
coupe in Maroon over Silver. This is only 1 of 3 in the world and 
a genuine member of automobile royalty. Speaking of royalty, 
there was an absolutely mint 1978 Rolls Royce Corniche DHC in 
gold. We regularly have Corniches at the meet, but I have to say 
that this was the best one yet. It was sublime. Parked close to this 
was another British cult classic in the form of a Morgan 4/4. 
Sticking with British, who could ignore the spy special Aston 
Martin V12 Vanquish convertible and 
McLaren 650S Spider in Volcano Orange. 
Exceptional. 
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With that we come to sports cars with the murder of Porsche’s, at 
least I think that is the right 
collective noun. There was 
a 992 GT3RS, a 964, 2 x 
944S’s, a 996, a 928, a 786 
and a 986. Corvettes were next with a C5, C4 and a C3. 3 whole 
generations of an iconic American classic. Speaking of classics, 
who can forget the vast variety of Australian Classics. Lets start 

off with a 1940’s Vauxhall Wyvern 
Caleche. This was a Vauxhall built 
by Holden when Holden was a 
coachbuilder. There were plenty of 

cars which were only manufactured in 
Australia for Australia and not available 
anywhere else. This makes these cars  
extremely rare and highly desirable. 
There was also a 1963 Ford Falcon 260 
V6 convertible. Now that is a handsome car. Another one was 

the mint Green 1958 Chrysler Royal Wagon. 
This is a past winner of Car of the Meet and 
is certainly a crowd favourite. Amongst a sea 
of gorgeous automobiles, some honourable 
mentions go to gigantic Military Scout, FJ 
Cruiser Soft-top, Ford Zephyr, Daimler 250, 
Citroen GS Club, Holden VK SS, Mercedes 

250SE Coupe, 1955 Chevrolet Belair and Torana SLR 5000.  
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15th August Meet 
 
It is August but only the 3rd meet for 

the year which was almost not going 

to go ahead. The meet starts at 
7.30am and till 6.30am it was still pouring. Thankfully it all 

cleared up and the wet stuff did not fall while the meet was on. 

However it certainly affected numbers, but considering how 

close it was, a fairly large crowd, probably about 80 cars of  
die-hard enthusiasts turned up. 

The coveted Car of the Meet went to a 

gorgeous 70’s Cadillac with the  
appropriate plates “YANKI”. It was 

so long, that one would need a  

telephone to communicate between driver and rear passenger. 

The rear flares and fins reminded me of an X-Wing fighter. 

We had a marvelous turn out of Aussie 

Fords and if we had an award for the most 

represented marque, they would certainly  
receive it. Close to 12 late model Fords 

mainly comprising of Falcons, XR6, XR8 

and Utes, in all colours of the rainbow were 

present.  Speaking of big numbers, 
who could forget the massive GMC 

truck on steroids which  

towered over all the others like a 

giant Great Dane and parked right 
next to it was a Morris looking like a proverbial Chihuahua to the 

mighty Dane. 
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One of my favourites was the Land 

Rover based Gulf War Veteran  

Ambulance. Still sporting its dessert 
military camouflage colours and a full 

medic triage on wheels rear cabin, it 

was a sight to behold and certainly a very formidable vehicle. 

Another of my favourites was a stunning 
Chevrolet Malibu in Aubergine Purple.  

This was a real eye catcher especially with 

its gleaming chrome accents. 

 

VW Kombi culture was strong too with a 
nice selection present of the various 

years which showed off the subtle  

changes in design. From a rare Split Window to the more  

pedestrian models. These were prototyped in 1935 as a Type 1 
and produced up until 2013 in Brazil as the Type 2. Now that is 

quite a production run. Speaking of VW’s, another derivative of 

the beetle, the 911, was also represented. In total 5 Porsches of 

all differing styles. Fun fact, it was Ferdinand Porsche who  

designed the Beetle under the instruction of none other than 
Adolf Hitler to produce a car for the common man, a wagon for 

the folks, i.e Folks Wagon – VW. Ferdinand’s son built the 356 

with all Beetle running gear and chassis for a sportier feel and the 

rest, they say is history. 

All in all, despite the weather, 
it was another enjoyable meet 
To view all the cars, please 

visit https://www.facebook.com/
carsandcoffeegoldcoast   
 
SJ Parekh 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/carsandcoffeegoldcoast
https://www.facebook.com/carsandcoffeegoldcoast
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Ornament Trends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is understood that Bugatti factory charges are crippling as 
apparently Ettore Bugatti  believed that if you weren’t rich 
enough to pay his bills you had no business owning one of 
his cars. 
However, a story told as true by Cecil Clutton stated in the 
1930’s a young British engineering apprentice spent his last 
penny buying an ancient and rattly Brescia Bugatti. Before 
long the crank broke, and in despair he wrote to the factory 
explaining his plight and asking how much a new crank 
would cost. 
For some time he heard nothing. Then one day a crate  
arrived from France. Inside, carefully packed, was a brand 
new Brescia crankshaft. With mounting terror he searched 
among the packaging for an astronomical bill, but all he 
found was a brief note: “I too, have been an apprentice. EB” 
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 DUE TO THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK THERE ARE NO 

EVENTS WE CAN ADVERTISE AT THIS TIME. 
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Leonie and Richard Brown’s Around Australia Trip 

 – it failed at the second border! 

We set off from Gilston on Thursday 23rd July, almost 2 weeks 
behind schedule and 2 days after we got our caravan back 
from some major repair works. Our aim was to get into WA as 
soon as possible via NT and eventually return via the  
Nullarbor Plains and Adelaide after picking up a few cases of 
wine near the latter. 

As our target was to get to the border between NT and WA we 
were determined that tourism prior to the WA border could 
wait for another year. Our initial trip was going to be “pedal to 
the metal” with one exception. Richard has a friend through 
Gold Coast Health that had moved to Longreach Hospital  
almost a year ago and we planned to catch-up for dinner.  

Any references to places or visits could also be considered a 
recommendation – unless we state otherwise, else we will be 
padding this spiel out with more praise than fact.  

First stop overnight was at Roma at the Roma Gun Club – 
Thursday evening is competition night, but we were so tired 
we didn’t hear anything! Our first night away and we were so 
pleased to witness both a beautiful sunset and sunrise, wow, 
this was a great way to start our trip. Next morning we set off 
for Longreach, again for an overnighter but hopefully dinner. 
A few phone calls later and we discovered that Richard’s 
friend had been called away to Cloncurry and wouldn’t be 
back until after dinner so we made the first, of quite a few, 
changes to our plan and arranged to stay 
two nights so we could all catch up. By 
Friday afternoon we reached the town 
before Longreach where Richard was so 
happy to see the Ilfracombe Machinery 
Mile. Richard’s first bonus, the extra   
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day in Longreach would mean more 
to explore! Saturday saw us back in 
Ilfracombe to check out the  
machinery and museum. Richard has 
always been a commercial vehicle 
nut but even Leonie did admire the Austin and Morris trucks 

that made up part of the display of vehicles 
and machinery. The display had something 
from mining, road making, military,  
farming, railway or road haulage driven by 
petrol, diesel, steam or even pulled by 

horse. 

We visited the QANTAS museum whilst at 
Longreach. Apart from us both “crashing our 
planes” as we tried, unsuccessfully, to use the 

flight simulator, that museum fueled our  
interest in the Flying Doctor Service.  
Because of that increased interest we visited 
other related exhibitions on our trip in both 
QLD and NT. 

A trip to find a cheaper fuel station in 
Longreach led us totally incorrectly to a 
scrap yard on the far side of town.  
Vehicles there included a Ford V8 Pilot, 
an Austin A40 (Devon style) Countryman and some later 60’s 
and 70’s appealing Holdens in various shapes – unfortunately 
most of the shapes were not factory designed but probably 
through poor driving techniques by someone!  
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Please let me know if you have sold your articles or found the items you 
have asked for. Editor. 

***FOR SALE*** 

Pair of Lucas 12 volt wind horns , probably 1950 manufacture . Quick 

sale $135 the pair. Call Chris 0410082080 

__________________ 

Roof Rack 4 Wheel Drive, very good condition. $50 Leo Janssen 

55305559 

__________________ 
 

Holden Colorado Genuine Tonneau Cover suit RG (2012-2016) LTZ with sports 

bars, Only 15 months old, removed from vehicle to fix lockable hard cover, as new in 

perfect condition with all fittings and screws.  $120 contact Peter AJ on 0413 379 410  

__________________________________________________ 

*** WANTED*** 
Cathedrals for back mudguards of early Chev, Willy’s etc. They were 
a one-off market item. Email Barrie - barrieheyen55@gmail.com 

__________________ 

Wing Mirror for 1937 Morris 8. Phone Philip 0415 219 520  

__________________ 

Door Handles for 1929 Chevrolet. Phone Albert 5530 4627  

___________________________________________________ 

***GIVEAWAY*** 

Heaps of 1926-28 Willey’s (Wippet—Overland) parts. 

Phone Barrie Heyen 5545 4565 
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